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BEIJING: Beijing is considering a request for another
$2.5 billion loan package from crisis-hit Sri Lanka,
China’s ambassador said yesterday, as a man was
stabbed to death while queuing at a fuel station.

The island nation of 22 million people is in the throes
of its worst economic meltdown since independence in
1948, with widespread shortages of essential goods and
worries that it may default on its $51 billion in foreign
debt. Qi Zhenhong announced that loan discussions
were at an advanced stage, but stopped short of saying
whether Beijing would agree to a separate request from
Colombo to restructure its debt.

“China understands the urgent need of Sri Lanka and
its people,” Qi told reporters in Colombo. “Relevant
authorities in China are promptly studying the request.”
He said Colombo had asked for a $1 billion loan and
another $1.5 billion credit line to import goods from
China, because the country has virtually run out of dol-
lars to import goods.

Officials said a motorcyclist was stabbed to death by
another driver following a dispute over his place in a
long queue for fuel at Nittambuwa, just outside
Colombo, on Sunday night.

A 70-year-old man collapsed from exhaustion and
died in the nearby town of Mirigama the same evening
after spending hours waiting for petrol. Two more elder-

ly people have died under similar circumstances since
Saturday. Motorists are forced to wait hours outside gas
stations to fill up and the government has imposed
rolling blackouts as power utilities are unable to pay for
foreign oil. Oil and liquified petroleum gas shipments
have been idling outside Colombo’s main port, with
importers unable to scrape together enough foreign cur-
rency to pay for them.

The COVID-19 pandemic throttled Sri Lanka’s
tourism sector-a key foreign exchange earner-and for-
eign worker remittances have also declined.

The Chinese ambassador said Beijing had already
extended $2.8 billion in long-term loans and currency
swaps since the pandemic. Sri Lanka’s Central Bank
Governor Ajith Cabraal tod reporters recently that
Colombo was seeking more loans from China to repay
its loans to the country-estimated at over 10 percent of
Sri Lanka’s external debt.

India last week said it had agreed to give a $1 billion
credit line to buy food and medicines on top of a $500
million facility granted earlier. Sri Lankan authorities
announced last week that the country will seek an IMF
bailout. Shortages have wrought havoc on almost every
aspect of daily life, with authorities even postponing
term tests for nearly three million students because of a
lack of paper and ink. — AFP 

Sri Lanka seeks more Chinese 
cash as crisis claims fourth life

Island nation is in the throes of its worst economic meltdown

COLOMBO: People queue to buy Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) cylinders following shortages of essentials, in Colombo
yesterday. — AFP

US, UK ready to 
resume trade 
talks in Baltimore
BALTIMORE: Washington and London have chosen
the port city of Baltimore-just an hour’s drive from the
US capital-as the site of Monday’s talks on deepening
their economic relationship.

The United States is Britain’s biggest trade part-
ner, and the two countries are particularly intercon-
nected when it comes to services trade and direct
foreign investment. In total, the US and the UK do
some $263 billion (200 billion pounds) worth of
trade per year.

Following Britain’s withdrawal from the European
Union, London has been negotiating agreements far
and wide in an effort to boost its international trade
footprint-and has sought in particular to reinforce its
relationship with the United States. But even though
the administration of former president Donald Trump
seemed ready to make a new bilateral arrangement
with London and had even opened negotiation talks,
the administration of current President Joe Biden does
not seem to be in a hurry to continue them.

“It’s important to remember that these (trade)
agreements are just one tool at our disposal,” said a
senior US trade official on the condition of anonymity.
US Trade Representative Katherine Tai, who will lead
the American side on Tuesday’s talks, is expected to
talk about “the need to get creative and think outside
the box when it comes to our trade dynamic with the
UK,” another official said during a telephone conver-
sation with reporters.

“Some of our trade tools were developed decades
ago, many decades ago, and don’t particularly repre-
sent the global challenges that we faced today,” the
second official said.

‘Work together’ 
Asked whether this week’s meeting marked a revival

of negotiations that were interrupted last year, the offi-
cials insisted these talks are more about “deciding
where to go together,” and said they are confident the
conversations would be productive. “The purpose of
this dialogue is to work together to make our trade
smarter, and to help our workers and businesses com-
pete in a really tough global economy,” the second offi-
cial said. Tai and her British counterpart Anne-Marie
Trevelyan are expected to address a series of chal-
lenges, such as reducing bottlenecks in global supply
chains, reducing carbon use, promoting digital trade
and supporting their nations’ workforces through labor
rights, a favorite issue of the Biden administration.

The talks come as the war in Ukraine continues to
rage more than three weeks after the country was
invaded by Russia, but the meeting in Baltimore is not
expected to lead to any announcements of new sanc-
tions against Moscow, the American officials said.
That’s “in part because many of the major sanctions
issues reside with other departments in the US gov-
ernment,” the second official said.

The discussions will, however, “be broadly based on
the many ways in which we can pursue our shared
interests vis a vis Russia, visa a vis China,” they said.

The talks will focus on “how the UK and US can
use trade intelligently in the modern global economy”
while deepening trade links, Trevelyan said last week in
announcing her trip, adding that Tai would visit Britain
for another round of discussions “later this spring.”

The two sides are not likely to discuss their dis-
putes over steel and aluminum in Baltimore, as the top-
ic falls under the jurisdiction of the Department of
Commerce, the US officials said, but noted progress
has been made in resolving that disagreement. Britain
and the United States in January announced efforts to
put an end to the Trump-era steel and aluminum con-
flict. The United Kingdom became one of several
countries upon which the US imposed an additional 25
percent tariff on steel and an additional 10 percent tar-
iff on aluminum in 2018. — AFP

The United States is Britain’s biggest trade partner, and the two countries are particularly interconnected when it
comes to services trade and direct foreign investment.

Rickshaws, motorbike 
and bike taxis banned 
in Bujumbura
BUJUMBURA: Burundi yesterday banned rickshaws,
motorcycle taxis and bicycle cabs from almost all of its
biggest city Bujumbura, accusing the popular low-cost
transport providers of causing fatal traffic accidents.

The Ministry of Interior announced late Sunday
that the “new perimeter prohibiting access to tricycles,
motorcycles and bicycle cabs in the centre of the city
of Bujumbura is well and truly in force from Monday,
March 21”.

Police were posted on roads leading into
Bujumbura to enforce the ban, which confines two-
and three-wheel transport providers to the very mar-
gins of the city. Earlier the roughly 20,000 operators
were permitted in all quarters of the city of 1.2 million
except for the very centre.

Last month, Interior Minister Gervais Ndirakobuca
accused these drivers of being responsible for the
majority of road accidents last year.

Some 1,300 people were killed on the roads and
nearly 2,000 injured in that time. The ban was sup-
posed to take effect on March 11 but was postponed to
give drivers more time to prepare. Two-wheel vehicles
for private use were also banned from the same areas
of the city.

More than 600,000 people are estimated to use
two- and three-wheelers every day in Bujumbura,
where affordable travel options are scarce.

Drivers are mostly young men from rural areas with
little other employment prospects, and the ban is
expected to hit hard.

“These types of transport are used by a lot of peo-
ple every day, but the bicycles also supply the city
with milk, vegetables and coal, and the rickshaws
deliver products to markets and stalls,” said one econ-
omist who requested anonymity.

The decision would “have catastrophic conse-

quences because it puts tens of thousands of drivers”
out of work, the economist added.

Burundi is the poorest country in the world as
measured by GDP per capita, at less than $240 in
2020, according to the World Bank. — AFP

Lebanon CB chief
charged with 
money laundering
BEIRUT: A Lebanese judge yesterday charged central
bank chief Riad Salameh with “illicit enrichment” and
money laundering after he failed to attend a court
hearing for the fifth time, a judicial source told AFP.
Judge Ghada Aoun also charged Salameh’s brother
Raja with “facilitating money laundering” after he was
arrested last week over financial misconduct, the
source said.

The same charge was filed against Ukrainian
national Anna Kosakova, who jointly owns a company
with Raja Salameh. Aoun is investigating whether a
number of residential apartments in Paris belong to
Riad Salemeh, according to the judicial source.

His brother had previously claimed the flats belong
to the central bank, the source added.

Earlier this year, Aoun slapped the central bank
chief with a travel ban for alleged financial misconduct
and ordered security forces to forcibly bring him in for
questioning. The judge is overseeing several legal cas-
es against the central bank governor, who has repeat-
edly failed to show up at hearings.

Salameh has consistently denied any wrongdoing.
He has accused Aoun of “personal enmity”, saying the
prosecution is politically motivated and part of an
“organized campaign to tarnish” his reputation.

Raja Salameh was arrested last Thursday on
charges of “money laundering, embezzlement, illicit
enrichment and smuggling large amounts of money”
out of the country. Lebanon opened a local probe into
Riad Salameh’s wealth last year, after the Swiss attor-
ney general’s office requested assistance in an investi-
gation into more than $300 million which he allegedly
embezzled out of the central bank with the help of his
brother.

Salameh also faces lawsuits in other European
countries, including France and Britain. Lebanon’s top
banker of three decades is blamed for policies that
contributed to the country’s financial collapse, a
charge he has repeatedly denied. — AFP

Russians urged not 
to panic buy sugar 
and buckwheat
MOSCOW: Russia has plenty of sugar and buck-
wheat, a senior official insisted yesterday, urging the
public not to panic buy staple foods due to President
Vladimir Putin’s decision to send troops into Ukraine.
Washington and Brussels’ coordinated response over
the Ukraine conflict has made Russia the most sanc-
tioned country in the world, sending the ruble into
free-fall and accelerating already spiraling inflation.

Unprecedented Western sanctions have sparked
hectic scenes at supermarkets, with customers bulk-
buying long-life essentials such as buckwheat, a popu-
lar toasted grain that can be eaten both as a side dish
or a main course. “I want to calm our citizens: we are
fully self-sufficient when it comes to sugar and buck-
wheat,” deputy Prime Minister Viktoria Abramchenko

told a government meeting in remarks broadcast on
television.

“There is no need to panic-buy these goods. There
is enough for everybody. Panic-buying only destabi-
lizes the distribution network,” she said.

Images of empty shelves and Russians standing in
long lines to buy sugar have circulated on social media
in recent days. Abramchenko said that Russia this year
planned to sow more sugar beet and buckwheat.

“This means that the new harvest will ensure the
availability of sugar and buckwheat on the shelves of
stores, and Russian confectioners and bakers will
receive the necessary amount of sugar,” Abramchenko
added. She also said there were no food shortages in
Russia, adding that the authorities would ramp up
imports of supplies from “friendly countries.”

On February 24, Putin ordered Russian troops into
Ukraine, triggering unprecedented Western sanctions
against Russia and sparking an exodus of foreign cor-
porations including H&M, McDonald’s and IKEA.
Officials in Moscow have sought to downplay the
gravity of the Western penalties, promising that Russia
will adapt. Putin has said that the country will emerge
stronger from the crisis. — AFP

Quake temporarily 
shuts down 
North Sea oil rig
OSLO: Norwegian energy giant Equinor said
yesterday it briefly shut down production at its
Snorre B oil platform in the North Sea as a pre-
cautionary measure following an earthquake.

The 4.6-magnitude quake occurred yesterday
at 6:32 am (0532 GMT), according to the
Norwegian National Seismic Network.

The tremor could be felt on the platform, which
produces between 30,000 and 35,000 barrels of
oil per day, but no damage had been reported.

“The production at Snorre B was stopped
today, as a precaution, following an earthquake in
the North Sea that was registered on the installa-
tions,” Equinor spokesman Gisle Ledel
Johannessen told AFP. Snorre B is located in the
Snorre oil field of west coast of Norway, and the
oil from the platform is piped 45 kilometres (30
miles) Statfjord B for export and storage.

“After inspections with ROV’s we have not
identified any irregularities on the seabed or the
Snorre infrastructure,” Johannessen told AFP.

“We have now started ramping up for normal
production again.” Norway is the largest produc-
er of oil in Western Europe, but supplies only
about two percent of global oil consumption,
according to Norwegian Petroleum. — AFP


